Key Benefits
– Accelerate Cloud Adoption

& Reduce Maintenance
Costs
– Upgrade to Mature,
Automated DevOps
Processes
– Zero-risk Cloud Lift-&-Shift
– Award-winning Team with

Industry-proven Expertise
– Migrate Complete SOA

Stack, Including:
– BPEL, Mediator, OSB
– B2B Maps
– BAM Reporting
– IoT Integrations

Has your organization outlived the utility of an on-premise SOA
infrastructure? Are you looking to migrate to cloud quickly and
decisively? AST can assist you in making this critical move to Oracle
SOA Cloud Service or to hosted SOA in the cloud (AWS/Azure). AST
will execute the migration assessment process with your IT team to
identify the decision factors and move through each step with
planned checkpoints. From introducing SOA Cloud Service, to
understanding key differences and limitations, identifying workflow
changes, and using automated tools and scripts for simplifying cloud
maintenance, your IT team will be guided through each step with
industry best practices by our award-winning SOA Practice.

The SOA “lift-and-shift” engagement includes provisioning and
deploying eligible workflows, assisting your team with any code
changes, deployment, and testing of all migrated integration flows.

– BPM Workflows
– API Management
– HA and DR Instances

Why AST

Key Deliverables from the AST team include:

– Global Oracle Cloud

•

Premier Platinum Partner
– 100% Certified Staff,
including Oracle Architects/
TOGAF-Certified Architects
– 100% Referenceable SOA
Cloud and SOA Lift-&-Shift
Implementations
– CIO Review: Top 20 Most
Promising SOA Providers,
2015

•
•
•
•
•

A comprehensive assessment report on current SOA maturity and
key decision factors for selecting the right cloud solution (Oracle
SOA-CS vs Cloud Hosted SOA);
An end-to-end migration plan for migrating SOA integrations;
Simple, end-to-end, automated DevOps process templates
tailored for your organization;
Provisioning, migration, and testing of SOA process flows; training
for development and support teams;
A roadmap for SOA maturity and setup of SOA Center of
Excellence for continued innovation by your IT team; and
Options for Managed Support to fully or partially manage
SOA instances.
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